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*Einstein‟s General Relativity in 4-dimensions:

Not renormalizable as a perturbative QFT (Goroff, Sagnotti; t‟ Hooft Veltman; 
van der Ven …)

*GR with higher derivatives as perturbative QFTs : 

Renormalizable; BUT not unitary (Stelle; Julve,Tonin; Fradkin,Tseytlin; 
Avramidi,Barvinsky;...)

taming of divergences due to higher derivatives

(General covariance => no. of time and space derivatives are equal) 

=> problem with unitarity 

*Horava‟s proposal:  

improve convergence with higher spatial derivatives, 

but keep time derivatives to 2nd order only.

(=> Give up (!) spacetime covariance at the “fundamental” level)

Space and time are not on equal footing!



Alternatives:

String Theory
Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG)
Higher Derivative Gravity Theories
Dynamical Triangulation
Euclidean Path Integral Quantum Gravity
Twistor Models
Stochastic Gravity
Acoustic metric and other models of analog gravity
Entropic Gravity and models inspired by Thermodynamics
….



*Reduce 4-dimensional diffeomorphism (general coordinate) symmetry 

->  3-dimensional spatial diffeomorphism invariance 

(?+? time  reparametrization invariance)

*Assume Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) decomposition of spacetime metric

***Horava’s proposed action (in canonical form)***:

Supermetric:

**To eliminate many many possible terms: Impose “detailed balance”

*Guiding principle: maintain

3-dim. diffeomorphism invariance

Deformation parameter
(=1 for DeWitt supermetric)



*Short distance behavior: interacting fundamentally non-rel. gravitons

*Power-counting renormalizable in 3+1 dimensions.

=> If successful as perturbative QFT: 

coupling parameters obey renormalization group flow; 

*c, G  emerge from non-relativistic fundamental theory. 

*Long distance behaviour: flows to Einstein‟s theory (hopefully(!))  Λ ->  )  
*4-dim. spacetime covariance recovered at low energies/curvatures.





*Horava Gravity :  *comes in (at least) 2 versions*

1)“Projectable” (lapse function: N(t only))

 Global (integrated) Hamiltonian constraint   [∫ d3x H(x) ] = 0 

 (Pathological) *extra d.o.f.

*2) *“Non-projectable” (lapse function N(t,x))

=>*Local  constraint H(x) = 0

*Subdivision: with and without detailed balance



* Departures from General Relativity e.g. Horava gravity:

Q: *What takes the place of the Dirac algebra ?

Constraints obeys the *Dirac algebra* :  

*Einstein‟s General Relativity* :

*Hallmark of spacetime covariance, and of the 
embeddability of hypersurface deformations 
(Hojman-Kuchar-Teitelboim(Bunster))



“*Geometrodynamics Regained‟‟ program:

( =>                ! )              

*Conversely, Dirac Algebra :

with

*=>*

AND



=> Modification of Dirac algebra; 

BUT ultralocal theory (V=0)*Case 2a)

*Case 2b)

Secondary constraint

but arbitrary hypersurface deformations (N, N ) still allowed





(from H=0)



*Note*:



restricted set of hypersurface deformations

with very specific N satisfying W=0 

And *degenerate* Arnowitt-Deser-Misner metric



***Case 2c) Horava Gravity***:

*Neither H nor is Gijkl is of the form in “geometrodynamics regained”



Inconsistencies in the canonical formulation:

„‟Troubles” in the constraint algebra of Horava Gravity: 

*Non-Projectable Horava gravity with local super-hamiltonian constraint

|________________________________|

=: ∆η

Stability of local constraint under evolution



|__________________________|

=: ∆η



***Dirac algorithm resulting in N =0 =>  
*theory inconsistent ?
*suggests H constraint generates on-shell trivial time-
reparametrization invariance ?

For Horava gravity with local Hamiltonian constraint : 
*Only* consistent solution for stability of constraint under evolution is
N = 0

Note: Only spatial diffeomorphisms are  
physically relevant gauge symmetries of the theory. 



*Consistent Canonical Formulation (C. S., H.L. Yu, Jinsong Yang (PLB2011))

*Horava‟s „‟intended” theory:

***REPLACE by *Master Constraint Version***:

__

ε0

=: M



*Structure FUNCTIONS (not infinite dim. Lie Algebra)

*Spatial diffeo. forms subgroup but not ideal.

*Cannot solve constraint in 3-dim. diffeo. invariant subspace (superspace)

(H cannot be defined directly therein).

“M-Theory”:   Master Constraint Program

Dirac Algebra



Master Constraint Algebra:

*1st Class Constraints with structure constants



Tested with: finite-dimensional Abelian & non-Abelian algebras 

with structure constants  & also structure functions,  

with contraints polynomial and non-polynomial in momenta,

with electrodynamics and Gauss Law, non-abelian gauge theories,

Free field QFT and interacting theories, linearized gravity. 



On-shell (modulo constraints +EOM),
constraints do generate 4-d diffeomorphisms 
Eventhough Dirac algebra is NOT algebra of 4d diffeomorphisms

**c.f. Einstein‟s theory

[                      ]



*Horava Gravity : explicit realization (representation) of the 
Master constraint algebra.

*Horava Gravity can‟t seem to be consistently formulated as a 
canonical theory otherwise.

**Explicitly/concretely realizes on-shell trivial time reparametrization 

generated by H (and choice of N is on-shell trivial); 

physically relevant symmetry is  3-d (spatial ) diffeomorphism invariance

Observables O:



***Pecularities of the “detailed balance”‟ condition:



Metric on Superspace:

Emergent speed of light, Newton‟s constant, cosmological constant:

ALL POSITIVE (required phenomenologically) 


